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The problem with rules

“We try to contain the language with rules but the language
keeps running away” Andrea Borsato

‘the meanings that we want to express….. are clearly messy:
they appear so varied and so dependent on the infinite range
of different contexts that it is difficult at first to see how we
might impose order on them’ Thompson (2004:7)



‘A Brief grammar of English’. William Bullokar (1586)



The problem with rules

‘even as you read this, the English language is changing,
morphing, fragmenting and merging (and) no single
‘grammar’ is capable of capturing this dynamism and
complexity’ Thornbury (2015:10).



The problem with rules
Pedagogic rules are often abstract, hard to apply or contrary
to examples used in genuine communications

Use the past progressive to describe a longer action in
progress at a specific time in the past.

Pedagogic rules are often qualified with words like ‘usually’

State verbs are not usually used in progressive forms

Rules are usually written as truths even if they’re untrue

We transform direct speech to reported speech by back-
shifting the verb



A pedagogic grammar rule

He is owning a really expensive car



The reason behind the rule

He’s owning a really expensive car

Larsen-Freeman 2003



The reason behind the rule

I’m loving my job



Exploring reasons, not rules



Further examples (BNC September 2017)

I’m loving every minute of it

The dogs are loving every minute of it

We’re loving being back in the service right now

He works alongside Selena Scott and he’s loving it



Further examples (BNC September 2017)

People are believing things nowadays that are just 
not true

Luckily the players are believing in his methods

She’s recovered but now she’s wanting to be home

What I’m wanting to believe is that they won’t do it 
again

The company is wanting to maximise it’s revenue



The grammar of the restaurant 
review



The grammar of the restaurant 
review

Why is the writer using the following forms?

•These come with an amazing mix of flavours and 

it’s beautifully presented too.

•On my last visit I went for the lamb.

•I think I’ve tried everything on the menu.



The rules

We use the present simple for habits of things we do

regularly, or for things that are generally or always true (unit

1).

We use the past simple to talk about a finished action or state

in the past. It can be something that happened once or many

times. We often say when it happened (unit 2).

We use the present perfect to talk about the past and

present together. It tells us something about the present

(Unit 7)



The students’ reasons

• Kathy is using past simple to describe her last visit on 
Saturday. It’s just one visit.

• Kathy is using present simple to describe anyone’s visit at 
any time. If you go now it’s the same and if you go in the 
future it’s the same

• Past simple for one visit, present simple for always. 
Present perfect for all her visits in the past to now



Discovering links and patterns



A trainee teacher response

• She uses present perfect because it gives her authority. 
She’s saying ‘trust me. I know this place’



A trainee teacher response

• She uses present perfect because it gives her authority. 
She’s saying ‘trust me. I know this place’ (Anon, China)



A replication task

Write your own review and post it on www.London-

eating.co.uk

or

https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurants-g298484-

Moscow_Central_Russia.html

http://www.london-eating.co.uk/
https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurants-g298484-Moscow_Central_Russia.html


A replication task



The emerging language of the 
restaurant review

Why did you use the following forms?

• I came here with my Turkish speaking friends.

• they have been living on London for 7 years.

• In Turkey, when you finish your food you order tea.



Your context

Discuss the following with a partner:  

How might this lesson work differently with a monolingual

group of Russian speaking students? Are there any particular

issues that will need to be considered?



The grammar of the newspaper 
article



The grammar of the newspaper 
article

• The ban was first proposed by Marjorie Simpkins, Mayor of 

Haversham for the past 32 years.

• Terry Halsame, the local librarian, believes that young 

people will ..

• ‘The Kids who come here don’t just sit around all day 

playing games …’



The rules

• Sometimes the relative clause gives us extra
information. It is not necessary to tell us which
thing / person we are talking about. In this case,
commas are used before and after the clause.

• Sometimes the relative clause is necessary to tell
us which thing / person we are talking about. In
this case, there are no commas.



The students’ reasons

• If the writer doesn’t say it (the relative clause) the reader
doesn’t know who some of the people are.

• Take it (the relative clause) out and we’re lost for a
moment. We don’t know who it is.

• The man says it’s not all the kids it’s only part of the kids
in the library … †



A trainee teacher response

• It gives her color (Romel, Haiti)



The grammar of the newspaper 
article

• The mayor, who has previously called for restrictions on 

Facebook and Twitter, went on to say that the internet was 

‘the defining issue of the age’



The students’ reason

• We don’t need to know this information but now we
know more about her character and history.



A transposition task

‘long before we expect or require our learners to use relative
clauses, we can help them to recognise and understand
them by systematically drawing their attention to how and
why they are used in genuine texts’ Parrott, M. (2010)

Terry Halsame, librarian from Haversham.

You are opposed to any ban on using the internet. You feel

that young people are using the library more and more and

see many benefits of this. As well as this, you feel the

internet is a good learning tool. Before you join the debate,

think of two more reasons for opposing the ban.



Exploring reasons, not rules
Ken Robinson: Do schools kill creativity?

I heard a great story recently - I love telling it - of a little girl who was in a
drawing lesson. She was six, and she was at the back, drawing, and the
teacher said this girl hardly ever paid attention, and in this drawing
lesson, she did. The teacher was fascinated. She went over to her, and
she said, "What are you drawing?"

And the girl said, "I'm drawing a picture of God."

And the teacher said, "But nobody knows what God looks like."

And the girl said, "They will in a minute.“

•https://www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity/transcript?language=en#t-196180

https://www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity/transcript?language=en#t-196180


Exploring reasons, not rules

1) She hardly ever paid attention but in this lesson 

she did

2) What are you drawing?

3) But no-one knows what God looks like

4) They will in a minute



Exploring reasons, not rules

1) The first is her usual behave (not good student) and the 
second is only one time in the story (good student)*

2) The teacher is asking about her actions happening at this 
moment 

3) The teacher says something that is always true

4) This is the true future soon



A replication task
Ken Robinson: Do schools kill creativity?

Я обожаю рассказывать одну историю. Шестилетняя девочка
сидела на задней парте на уроке рисования, и что-то
рисовала. Вообще девочка не уделяла уроку внимания, но
тогда она работала очень увлечённо. Учительница
заинтересовалась, подошла к девочке и спросила: «Что ты
рисуешь?» Девочка ответила: «Я рисую портрет
Бога». Учительница сказала: «Но никто не знает, как выглядит
Бог», а девочка ответила: «Сейчас узнают».

•https://www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity/transcript?language=en#t-196180

https://www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity/transcript?language=en#t-196180


A replication task

The aim of reverse translation is not to encourage students

to reproduce an original text word-for-word. Instead, it

provides repeated opportunities for students to notice

features of the language they are learning and to discover

gaps between their first language and the L2. The

collaborative work also encourages students to think about

the process of working between languages and to enable

learners to negotiate meaning as they choose the most

appropriate forms (Kerr 2014).



Discovering similarities

She hardly ever paid attention but in this lesson she did

She hardly ever paid attention but in this lesson she was

paying attention



Discovering similarities

“Instead of emphasising a catalogue of different uses, from

time to time teachers will need to look for similarity in things

which are apparently different” (Lewis 2002: 13)



Exploring reasons, not rules

“It is not the case that the rule exists first and the language
must fit it. The truth is that the language exists first and the
grammar must describe it. With this in mind, everything a
(proficient) speaker produces can be examined and
described” (Lewis 2002: 23)



Exploring reasons, not rules
• We can explore what speakers and writers do with

language to create meanings

• Students can make genuine discoveries about language

• We can look at how different forms interact

• We don’t have to only use examples that fit the rule

• We can avoid ‘sometimes’ rules

• We can avoid artificial simplification

• We can avoid statements we know are untrue

• We can explore similarities rather than exceptions

• We can give learners some ownership of the language



Exploring reasons, not rules

‘Before I never thinking about the why. Why this grammar? I
just studied grammar and learnt this grammar is a rule. Just a
rule. But after thinking about the why, why this person using
will or passive, so I start to think about the grammar and
maybe I try to make the reason in my mind. It’s difficult but
it’s good.’ Soo, South Korea



Your turn

Task: Look at some of the materials in your course-books or
authentic texts you use.

• What reasons might you be able to help students uncover?

• How might L1 come into play, either through translation or
contrastive analysis?

• Are there any surprises?



The materials

To access the material from this workshop please go to

https://dannynorringtondavies.wordpress.com/workshops/

https://dannynorringtondavies.wordpress.com/workshops/

